FOR A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE:
THE CENTRALITY OF PUBLIC GOODS
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T

he most recent report of the UN’s Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) makes it absolutely clear that ways of living in the
twenty-first century must be premised on the existential threat to our survival
posed by multiple ecological crises. Indeed it could all be over before the
end of the century. If we do not radically suppress global CO2 emissions,
global warming will rise to the point where it cannot be stopped. While
not long ago the word ‘catastrophe’ seemed hyperbolic to many, today few
could deny it is fitting. Melting glaciers, rising sea level, drought, fires, and
flooding all over the world and the resulting migration are catastrophes for
those who suffer them – and give us a taste of far worse catastrophes to
come. Already the World Health Organization (WHO) estimates that there
are 150,000 excess deaths per year due to climate change, likely to double
by 2030.
After the 9-11 attack on the World Trade Center we heard the word
‘security’ incessantly, almost always invoked as intentional threats to our
safety and well-being, which of course means they are threats by people,
whether they be individuals, groups, or nations. Global warming, on the
other hand, is a threat from nature that is an unintended result of human
action – not what is usually intended by a ‘security’ threat, and it does not
grip our imagination and fears in any way proportional to its severity. But it
is not only intentional acts that can threaten our safety and well-being. Once
threats to our security are conceived more broadly, consider the greater
dangers from unclean air and water and contagious diseases, whatever the
mix of intentional and unintentional acts that created the problem.
The narrow conception of security may be beginning to change as the
threat from climate change becomes more apparent to more people. Bernie
Sanders said in the announcement for his 2020 campaign for President that the
greatest security threat we face is global warming. Even while the US spends
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over three billion dollars on the military1 (as Desmond Tutu once said, ‘you
don’t get true security from the barrel of a gun’), a broader understanding
of the meaning of security has become more common. Since the economic
crisis of 2008, amidst ongoing austerity and inequality, there have been more
references in the mainstream US press to the number of Americans who
are ‘food insecure’. Indeed, even the 2019 Worldwide Threat Assessment,
issued by the Director of National Intelligence, brings the two ideas of (in)
security together in their warning that ‘climate-driven food shortages could
increase the risk of social unrest, migration and interstate tension.’2
While the Pentagon has said repeatedly that climate change is a national
security threat, what they have in mind is that climate change is likely to
destabilize some countries, threatening US military installations and leading
to mass migration, intra-state conflicts, and terrorism, thus threatening
‘national security’. So the concept of security is still understood in these
warnings simply as protection against intentional threats by other people.
While we used to worry about intentional threats only from criminals, now
more and more people have to carry, even to wear, ID cards, big concrete
blocks line the sidewalks of many of our streets, and our access to countless
public buildings is tightly controlled by phalanxes of security guards and
video monitors. But most people pay little attention; the possibility of
terrorist attacks has been normalized.
The left’s most urgent ideological task in the face of this, as well as the
environmental crisis itself, is to make people see the world and themselves
in broader and more inclusive terms. As Dr Robert Bullard, often called the
father of environmental justice, once put it: ‘There’s no Hispanic air, no
African American air, or white air, there’s just air. … if you’re concerned
about the quality of that air, I would consider you an environmentalist …
you just might not know it.’3
RETHINKING PROPERTY AND RATIONALITY:
FROM THE INDIVIDUAL TO THE COLLECTIVE
The concepts of property and rationality are foundational to the way we
think about society and about ourselves. The predominant ways these
are commonly understood serve to support capitalism. If we are to have
a sustainable future, making an appreciation of public goods and a new
understanding of ‘the commons’ central to a transformed ‘common sense’
understanding of security, we need to start by transforming the meanings of
property and rationality.
Unlike the technical definition of mainstream economists, by public
goods I am referring to goods that all can share because they are not
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privately owned; they are not commodities. My enjoyment of them does
not preclude your enjoying them as well. Some goods are public because of
their intrinsic nature, like air, others are public because their nature makes it
too inconvenient to make them private (a lighthouse), and still other goods
like education or health care are public – if they are – only because people
have struggled to take them out of the private for-profit sector and make
them available to all.
Public goods satisfy universal needs, though the importance of their being
public varies. Even for the intrinsically public goods, whose importance is
universal, there are still class variations. If water is unclean, some people
can buy it, but most cannot. Air has not yet been commodified, but if
air is not clean, the rich can buy gas masks or move; hence the thousands
of middle-class Chinese fleeing the country. But this is obviously a very
poor substitute. Though society as a whole benefits from good systems of
public education and medical care, their importance to individuals varies
greatly by class. They provide far better education and medical care than
most everyone can achieve on their own, but the rich do not need them.
Public parks provide what only the very wealthy can provide for themselves.
Moreover, public goods are interconnected; people without one tend to be
deprived of others.
Property
When can we say of something that ‘it’s mine?’ – that it belongs to me,
that it’s my property? Leaving aside our bodies and body parts, which are
inseparable from us,4 there is one kind of property everyone has. It might
be as little as the clothes on one’s back, or a bicycle, some furniture, and a
modest pension plan, or for the more fortunate among us, several houses
filled with furniture and clothing along with cars in the garage and a great
deal of money set aside for retirement. Whether a bare minimum or a great
deal, if this property is all just for one’s personal use, then it should be called
personal property. On the other hand, if the cars were part of a taxi business,
or the houses part of a real estate development, then they are not for personal
use but function as capital because they are used to make more money. In
this case, they are not personal property but private property. This is the kind
of property Marx defined as depending on the non-existence of property
in the hands of the majority – and which thereby allows the capitalist to
subjugate the labour of others – while pointing to the abolition of private
property as required to overcome this.
Note: first, that property is a right not a thing and second, that the key
to having both personal and private property is the right not only to use
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the property, but also to exclude others’ use of it, and to sell or otherwise
dispose of the property. They are essentially rights of exclusive use on the
part of the property owner and exclusion of all others. In contrast, common
or collective property (whether called public goods, or the commons), such
as a public park, is by definition open to all. Every individual has a right
to use the park. Thus – a third essential point – common property involves
an individual right to property just as much as private property does. This
fact is usually overlooked, because of the equation of an individual right
of property with private property.5 The difference between these kinds of
individual rights to property is simply that common property does not entail
a right of exclusion. Historically, in England, ‘the commons’ referred to
land on which commoners had the right to graze their animals, forage for
wild food, and collect firewood, rights they lost in the enclosure movement
at the beginning of capitalism. Not surprisingly, the commoners saw the
enclosures as theft of their land; each one lost his/her right to use the land.
Similar processes occurred around the world then – and continue today – as
people lose access to lands that had been held communally for centuries. This
happens wherever capitalism extends its reach into non-capitalist regions,
whether in a geographical sense or into new sectors of society.6 Laws are
then changed or reinterpreted to lend legitimacy to the theft.
Today the term ‘commons’ is used more broadly than it once was, not
only for land and other natural resources, but for the cultural/intellectual
sphere as well – radio waves, the Internet, scientific knowledge, etc. All are
part of our common human heritage, created by countless people around
the globe, throughout human history, building one upon the other. Hence
they are all collective human products, whatever particular individuals have
contributed most recently. When something that was or could be accessible
to all is made private, whether it is water or seeds, medicine or music, or
education, this privatization can be conceived as an enclosure too. The
fundamental question is who should have the right to use and control these
goods? Why should some have the right to exclude everyone else?
Across the political spectrum in capitalist society the default is private
property. Our task as socialists is to turn that capitalist assumption on its head
and make public goods/the commons the default. The pragmatic reason for this
is that this is the only way common goods can be protected from profitdriven development.7 Logical, moral, and political reasons also argue for
making common property the default. Hence it is privatization, taking away
the right of use, that should have to be justified.8 Furthermore since all
human beings are equal from a moral point of view, the basic assumption
should be in favour of equal access to the Earth’s resources and to collective
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products of humankind – and also equal right to decide how they are used.
So again the burden of justification should be on those who would exclude,
i.e. on claims to private property. This prioritization of common property
provides a philosophical justification of civil disobedience in defense of the
environment.9
In the case of natural resources, speaking in terms of property of any
kind is problematic. Marx suggested that one day the idea of ownership of
the Earth would seem as morally repugnant as the idea of owning another
human being. Better, he suggested, to see humans as caretakers of the Earth
for future generations;10 as Native Americans believe, ‘for the seventh
generation’. Stewardship rather than ownership as the proper relationship
between humans and the natural world is a common tenet of most of the
world’s religions, showing the potential for the broadest of coalitions to fight
for taking our natural resources out of the hands of capital and putting it
under popular democratic control.
Rationality
According to the individualist model of rationality that is dominant in the
social sciences and philosophy, as well as being the modus operandi of
capitalism, fully rational behaviour can lead to the destruction of the species.
How could such a bizarre conclusion follow?11
Given the importance of public goods – even sometimes life and death
importance as in the case of clean air and water – it would seem the most
rational thing in the world to work together to achieve them. But according
to the dominant model, known as Individual Utility Maximization (IUM),
which is supposed to apply to persons, organizations, including corporations,
or countries, it is not. When an individual’s behaviour is rational, she aims
to maximize her own utility, whatever that might be. Offered as both a
descriptive and a normative theory, IUM is inadequate on both counts.
Allowing no judgment as to the ends themselves, it reduces them all to
the one quantifiable end of utility and assumes we want to maximize them
all. Not only does this fail to do justice to the diversity of our goods; it is
particularly dangerous because it lends ideological support to capitalism’s
endless growth machine. Certainly many times human beings do act as the
theory describes, especially in our society, but the fact is that people do not
always choose what is individually best rather than what is best overall, even
in laboratory situations, and it begs the question to say that their behaviour
is therefore irrational. Human choices and preferences are far more complex
than IUM allows, as has been shown a long time ago.12
In the real social world IUM generates puzzles as to how collective
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action, e.g. working in an environmental group, ever takes place and how
it could be rational. Since, according to IUM, groups are only collections
of individuals, it is only rational to do something if it is rational for the
majority of individual members. But since each individual could get the
benefits of a clean environment without contributing, it would be irrational
for them to do so, a conclusion known as the free rider problem. Though
they might do so out of moral conviction, emotion, or coercion, this would
not be rational. However, if many act rationally they will not get what
would benefit them all, even their own self-preservation. Certainly, building
the solidarity necessary to override the free rider problem is a challenge, but
it happens and it is not therefore irrational. Nor must rational behaviour be
devoid of moral conviction or emotion, as Hume and Aristotle recognized.
The most fundamental problem with IUM is that it starts from the
assumption that rationality is primarily ascribed to the individual and only
derivatively to the group or a society. This implies that the individual can
be understood independent of society, a highly dubious assumption since
the very notion of an isolated individual only arose in the context of a very
particular kind of social organization. Instead, rationality should be looked
at first from within a social context, and if there is a conflict, the social point
of view should take priority.
Because individuals can identify with others and have irreducibly social
goals as well as egoistic ones (a fact omitted by IUM), sometimes the
distinction between behaviour that is individually and collectively rational
is not clear. But when the distinction is clear, e.g. if I want to dispose of my
company’s waste into a stream because it is most convenient and cheaper,
and because I can get away with it, IUM would say that is the rational choice
(even if it is immoral) and it would be irrational not to do so. On the other
hand, from a social model of rationality, which involves taking a long-term
perspective, it is very irrational. Note that if one were to say that there
are simply two perspectives on what is rational (a relativist position), this
suffices to refute the IUM claim that cooperative behaviour is irrational (or
could be rational only under special conditions e.g. with material incentives
to cooperate). However, I suggest that the relativist position is too weak;
rather than being neutral we can say that taking the long term social point
of view is simply more rational, as well as the right thing to do from a moral
or political point of view. After all, ‘short-sighted’ is practically synonymous
with ‘foolish’, ‘far-sighted’ with ‘rational’. Thus if our polluter were to
switch from the individualist to the social perspective, it is not just a different
outlook but also an advance in consciousness. A society that disallowed
production of designed-obsolescent products would be more rational than
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one that encourages throwaway products because they are more profitable.
For consider the function of rationality. Clearly it is the chief evolutionary
advantage humans have, giving us control over the world, including
ourselves, which we would otherwise lack. Our ability to think, discuss,
plan and cooperate with others for long and short-term ends extends this
advantage. After all, not all our goals can be accomplished individually
no matter how rational we are. When people cooperate to achieve some
common goal, e.g. to shut down a nuclear plant, or when they join together
in a union or a political group, their individual capabilities become collective
capabilities, allowing them to achieve what they could not otherwise. Since
prioritizing long-term interests gives people greater control over their world
– the way rational behaviour is supposed to do – it is reasonable to consider
this an expansion of rationality.
That thoroughly rational behaviour would lead to the destruction of
the species is the reductio ad absurdum of the IUM perspective. It remains
dominant only because it fits so well with capitalism. It is long past time to
replace the individualist utility maximization model with a social model of
rationality that will facilitate the creation of a sustainable future.
FROM COMMON SENSE TO COMMON PRACTICE:
STRUGGLES AROUND PUBLIC GOODS
‘When Did The Common Good Become A Bad Thing?’ stood out among
the many wonderful creative signs from the Occupy Wall Street protests.
The central focus of socialist strategy in the twenty-first century should be
protecting and radically expanding public goods/the commons. We should
use every means we can to raise peoples’ understanding that public goods/the
commons, especially natural resources 1) are the only basis of real security; 2)
should be accessible by all as a right, and hence no one should be excluded
by the alleged rights of private property; and 3) are foundational to the most
rational way to organize society. Making those re-conceived collectivized
concepts of security, property, and rationality central to our organizing is
a way to resist capitalism and can help to inspire more radical visions and
strategies. I will discuss examples based in the US that fit this approach,
though clearly the principles must be taken to the international level.
Since auto-related emissions are the lion’s share of emissions in the US,
let us compare the radical liberal environmentalist position with that of the
eco-socialist. Most proposals for a massive switch to electric cars, away from
fossil fuels, are advanced without calling for cutbacks on growth. This is
completely insufficient. First of all, most of the pollution from producing
any car comes before it gets on the road. Second, producing electric cars is
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even more polluting than producing gasoline-powered cars. Thirdly, much
as we would like to have it all, we can’t; growth simply must be curtailed. So
what is to be done? Eco-socialists reject market solutions like carbon taxes
which leading oil companies actually support because they just add a cost to
their business (which can be passed along to consumers) and do not put any
limits on growth. Moreover, they have not worked, since they were always
too low to make a difference.
While the scientific facts and the daily news reports of ‘extreme weather
incidents’ have been most crucial in creating a new sense of urgency,
socialists have an important role to play combatting ideological resistance
to governmental action and helping people to see that it is their right to
decide what to do regarding this existential threat. We must always stress
the necessity of democratic control. There are risks to almost everything we
humans do and we often have competing goals. This means that complex
decisions and often trade-offs have to be made, and no one is in a better
position to make these decisions than the people who are most directly
affected. Bhopal and Chernobyl remind us of the dangers of undemocratic
control, whether private or public.
However, to translate these ideas into social power the support of
the labour movement is crucial. They should be allies and leaders in this
struggle since, as the slogan goes, there are no jobs on a dead planet. But
that is the long run. Meanwhile, most unions see their principal task as
defending the immediate interests of their members; thus, the AFL-CIO
Energy Committee, dominated by the building trades and utility company
unions, followed their short-term interests and rejected the Green New
Deal. However, some more far sighted unions like the National Nurses
Union and the American Transport Union have signed on, and some locals
have supported it, like the Los Angeles United Steelworkers local – whose
resolution was endorsed by the LA Central Labor Council, the second largest
in the country. Clearly this will be a critical struggle; to take the position that
is in their members’ long-term interest, the major labour unions in the United
States will have to be convinced that their members will be protected in the
transition while being pushed from below and outside to be sure that this
happens.
The recent battles in the US for public education are very significant and
inspiring for the broad solidaristic politics they have manifested, and could
be a model for a revived labour movement. Words are important. Not only
were their demands broad and inclusive, but they also said explicitly that
they were striking for the common good. Over time, that kind of solidarity
is the best way to overcome distrust and change minds. Public employees
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combining with those they serve is a huge step forward and hopefully can
be emulated in other sectors.13 Too often workers and consumers are pitted
against one another – and workers with some benefits and protections
are pitted against those who lack them. Public employees are especially
vulnerable to this kind of divisive anti-working class ideology in the United
States because it is taxpayers who pay their salaries, and fewer and fewer
workers in the private sector have union protections.
Meanwhile, faced with closures of several auto plants in the US and
Canada, and the loss of 14,000 jobs in Michigan alone, some movement
along eco-socialist lines has sprung up among autoworkers. Instead of
struggling vainly to keep the plants open making ever more cars, a number
of radical autoworkers have campaigned to convert the plants to producing
wind turbines, electric buses, trains, and any elements of the infrastructure
that needs to be rebuilt. Back in 2008 when the US government bailed out
General Motors, a group calling itself the Autoworkers Caravan went to
Washington, calling for the nationalization and conversion of the US auto
industry. It got little attention – but today a bit more so, as Congresswoman
Rashida Tlaib and the Detroit branch of the Democratic Socialists of
America (DSA) now back it. Such a conversion is definitely doable from
a technical point of view; it was only months after Pearl Harbor that auto
plants were making planes, tanks, guns, and ammunition. As a Swedish
autoworker and union leader stressed, autoworkers have the tacit knowledge
of both mass production and the potential for change: ‘… the auto industry
is not a coalmine. It’s a flexible machine that society can use to make almost
anything on a large scale. Send us the blueprints for socially useful stuff, and
we’ll make it.’14
The importance of models should never be underestimated; they build
experience, capacities, and serve as examples for other initiatives. The Plan
developed by rank-and-file workers at Lucas Aerospace in 1976 for the
conversion of their largely military production to socially useful production
was hugely influential in the ’70s and ’80s, even being nominated for the
Nobel Peace Prize. Workers came up with 150 doable ideas, relying on
their tacit knowledge of the production process. Such a model of workercontrolled production for social good rather than profit is frightening not
only to the capitalists, but also to mainstream trade union leaders and the
Labour Party – as seen by their tepid support. Unfortunately this potential
was killed by the rise of Thatcherism, but the Lucas Aerospace Plan still
inspires activists.15 In times and places with greater acceptance of government
involvement in the economy, and with some supporters in the government
– and yet more climate disasters – such ideas might have a better chance,
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starting perhaps at a local level. Since this is a broad issue affecting not only
workers, they could try to organize councils including the community and
the anti-war and environmental movements.
Cooperation Jackson (Mississippi) provides another kind of exciting
model that is compatible with this.16 A local community network connected
to the Our Power Campaign of the Climate Justice Alliance, influenced
by the radical black nationalist tradition, along with Marxism and anarchosyndicalism, Cooperation Jackson is explicitly anti-capitalist and eco-socialist,
carrying forward the vision of Mayor Chokwe Lumumba, after his untimely
death in 2013, to establish a network of living/working self-sustaining
cooperatives along with decision-making Peoples’ Assemblies. By reducing
reliance on fossil fuels, producing renewables, and reducing consumption,
they aim to create an ecological city resting on economic democracy and
black self-empowerment. However, being a small and very poor city, they
desperately need capital and have not yet been able to build a sufficient
number of cooperatives to equal 10 per cent of the city’s GDP, which was
their goal at this stage. Cooperation Jackson thus shows the strengths and
weaknesses of a local community-based approach. They are well aware that
their success will depend on larger political forces. The US does not have a
radical party that could give them the kind of support they need, but should
the Green New Deal come into existence they could benefit.
But cooperatives can end up just competing with one another. To avoid
this tendency, they need to encourage broader goals, connect with other
small-scale efforts and make connections with eco-socialists and labour
groups. A network of radical municipal initiatives around the world, such as
the exciting experiment of a new kind of bottom-up party in Barcelona,17
would be an important goal. As Hilary Wainwright has argued: ‘In many
diverse locations, grassroots trade union and community alliances have
been a driving force in the defence and improvement of public services
or utilities in the face of privatization.’18 Since Americans in particular are
facing what can be definitely be called a crisis of social reproduction, perhaps
that conceptualization, popular among socialist feminists today, will prove to
be a useful way of bringing together diverse struggles. But socialist feminism
has always stressed that the lives of working women do not begin and end
at the workplace and so it is necessary to bring together issues affecting their
families and their communities. Beyond education and health care, there is
no issue more important for communities today than the ecological one. The
rational transformation of our global economy of the magnitude and scale
that is necessary for genuine security may seem impossible. But the visionary
yet practical examples now coming forward, such as from Canadian postal
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workers’ campaign ‘Delivering Community Power’ point to what an ecosocialist future could look like.19
The Labor Network for Sustainability (LNS) and Trade Unions for Energy
Democracy (TUED) are trying to make this happen. LNS, whose mission ‘is
to engage workers and communities in building a transition to a society that
is ecologically sustainable and economically just’, has recently issued a report
called ‘Clean Energy Future’ that offers an optimistic approach to the jobs vs.
environment conundrum, contending that there are jobs in protecting the
environment.20 Sean Sweeney of TUED has argued that because renewable
energy is not sufficiently profitable at this stage for private enterprise to make
the conversion, it requires public ownership or government loans along the
lines of Roosevelt’s Rural Electrification Administration.21 Although this
does not address all the other industries heavily dependent on energy, it’s an
important point that could be repeated for other industries. The LNS report
is along the lines of the Green New Deal, and Jeremy Brecher, the LNS’s
Research and Policy Director, has drawn up a detailed prescription of how
a Green New Deal could be enacted.22 Yet while stressing the importance
of labour activism and community and environmental groups – not least
in terms of strengthening the left of the Democratic Party – there is no
mention of capitalism.
Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez’s Green New Deal proposal has definitely
opened the conversation about climate change, and pushed it away from sole
reliance on market-oriented solutions. But it contains no explicit call to stop
the endless growth of the economy, does not explicitly call for shutdowns
of any industries, and does not propose nationalization. However, all of
these would seem to be entailed by the call for ‘de-carbonization’. How
else could this be accomplished? While also starting from the example of
FDR’s command and control economy, in which he ordered auto makers
to produce tanks, planes, etc. instead of private cars, Richard Smith has
gone further in proposing ‘a strategy of rationally planned, democratically
managed transition to renewable energy that avoids economic collapse
and guarantees re-employment for the affected workers’. Smith’s specific
proposal is based on four points:
1. Declare a State of Emergency to suppress fossil fuel use: ban all new
extraction, ration gasoline, ban production of new fossil-fuel vehicles.
Nationalize the fossil fuel industry to phase it out. We propose to do
this by means of a government buyout at fair value (fair to both owners
and society). Nationalize downstream fossil fuel industrial consumers …
whose business is irreversibly based on fossil fuels and which without a
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government buyout would be bankrupted.
2. Institute a new federal Public Works Administration-style jobs program
to re-employ every worker in the fossil fuel-related industries at equivalent
pay and benefits in other useful but low-emission work.
3. Launch an emergency state-directed program to phase-in renewable
electric generation, replace fossil-fuel powered transportation with electric
propulsion, discourage individually-owned vehicles, and encourage
public transit, shared vehicles, bicycles and other non-fossil fuel modes
of transportation.
4. Develop emergency plans to phase out wasteful, destructive and
polluting industries from arms production to needless toxics, designed-tobe-obsolesced iPhones, cars etc. Develop emergency plans to shift from
fossil-fuel dependent factory farms to fully-organic agriculture.23
Smith calls de-carbonization a ‘self-radicalizing transitional demand’. The
immensity of the full political, economic and social transformation required
need not lead to fatalism; on the contrary facing head-on what is needed to
avoid catastrophe can be highly motivating. As 16-year-old Greta Thunberg
said to world leaders at Davos: ‘I don’t want your hope. … I want you
to panic. I want you to feel the fear I feel every day.’ The activism by
millions of children on this issue is the brightest spot on the horizon. Perhaps
some modest victories, even if inadequate, combined with the continuing
ecological crises, will help to build a movement that can push beyond to
the kind of vision eco-socialists put forward. We also cannot ignore the
historical lesson which tells us that, in conjunction with policy proposals,
more radical disruptive direct action tactics along the lines of the Sunrise
Movement and the Extinction Rebellion will be necessary.
In response to an Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC)
report, UN Secretary-General Antonio Guterres warned world leaders to
‘Do what the science demands before it’s too late’.24 Yet the impossibility
of doing this within a capitalist system, where profit maximization through
economic growth must be systematically prioritized, has become ever clearer
with each passing decade of unimpeded global warming.25 Humans have
always taken things from nature and transformed them for sustenance, but
capitalism’s relentless transformation of nature as part of its accumulation
strategy (Marx refers to fish as a productive force in the fishing industry) has
led to depletion of what’s needed for human sustenance. This same imperative
for growth explains the attack on the public sector. Capitalism needs to
search out ever new areas of profitability, both geographically and in noncapitalist areas of society, by commodifying what had been free, whether
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parts of nature like air and water, labour (care work for example), or public
services. Capitalist globalization has meant deregulation and privatization of
public goods all over the world. The effect has been, predictably, disastrous
for the majority of the world’s populations, especially the poorest. As Elmar
Altvater succinctly puts it: ‘Social, economic and political security depend
on public goods being readily available.’26
Deregulation and privatization are exactly the opposite of what we
need. Instead we need to move to a radically different system with more
ecologically sustainable production and consumption patterns and lifestyles.
This requires planning. At what level should the planning be? Local
knowledge tends to be more reliable, as Ostrom’s work shows, but many
things cannot be accomplished at a local or even a countrywide level. The
whole planet shares the air. The issue is not primarily whether planning is
local, regional, national, or even international, but what kinds of institutions
enable rational democratic control from below and effectively address our environmental
crisis. Whatever markets there are should be embedded in the larger social
economy. But the very word ‘planning’ brings massive opposition from all
quarters, because planning is equated with the centralized command planning
of the Soviet system that did not work. Elmar Altvater and others explain
this failure by the absence of democratic feedback needed for corrections,
innovation, and dynamism, as well as the inertia and paralysis at the center,
and the alienation of working people.27 Their unutilized capacities and tacit
knowledge, however, would be liberated in a genuinely democratic system.28
Marx’s vision of socialism, as rational democratic planning, shows that
planning and democracy are not counterposed. In Capital Volume III,
he says that while after capitalism, in a new ‘higher form of society,’ i.e.
socialism, there will always be material production:
Freedom in this field can only consist of … the associated producers,
rationally regulating their interchange with Nature, bringing it under
their common control …; and achieving this with the least expenditure
of energy and under conditions most favourable to, and worthy of their
human nature. But it nonetheless still remains a realm of necessity. Beyond
it begins that development of human energy which is an end in itself, the
true realm of freedom, which, however, can blossom forth only with the
realm of necessity as its basis. The shortening of the workday is its basic
prerequisite.29
If we add ‘consumers’ to the ‘associated producers,’ we have a vision
of a radically democratic society where we can choose if, where, and how
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we want to grow. Whereas in capitalism, every technological advance in
production leads to more production (the Jevons paradox), in socialism we
could take advantage of technological progress to produce less and work
less. Unlike capitalist democracies, the most crucial decisions affecting us all:
what to produce (gas-guzzling and driverless private cars versus buses and
trains), how to produce (fossil fuels or renewables), and the all-important
question of how much to produce would be decided democratically, most
likely by councils of producers and consumers. Expertise is only required to
lay out the implications of different options and then to figure out how best
to implement their decisions.30 This of course does not entail that producers
and consumers will always make the right decisions, but without the built-in
pulls in other directions (as in capitalism), and because of the fact that it is
they who will bear the consequences, mistakes are less likely and would be
corrected. This illustrates the point that different modes of production will
have different measures of efficiency and different rationalities.31
That we cannot have socialism in one country is even more apparent
when we are talking of eco-socialism. Based on a global commitment to
public goods/commons as the default and a social rationality we can aim
for the ‘buen vivir’ for all. To achieve that we need to contract in the overproducing/consuming countries of the North and expand (sustainably) in
the South, thus leading to a contraction and convergence. An important
step in that direction would be something like the Green New Deal on
a global scale, including a commitment to regenerative agriculture.32 This
all would require more institutions of international governance, that is,
planning and regulation, such as a United Nations of socialist societies, as
well as local, regional, and national institutions. This now seems impossible,
but if civilization is to survive the twenty-first century, we have to do our
best to make it begin to seem inevitable.33
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